Characters and pieces for

**5 Little Penguins**

- Print on cardstock and laminate for group use
- Back with felt or Velcro piece for flannel board
- Magnetic tape on back for magnetic board
- Tape on small craft stick to make stick puppets

rhyme
The children can make the rhyme themselves.
Five Little Penguins

5 little penguins standing in a row.
5 little penguins standing in the snow.
Brrrr, it’s cold! I cannot stay! (Hug self and shiver.)
And one little penguin waddled away. (Waddle in place.)
This is a set of five cute baby penguins, to use for counting activities, in color and b/w. Large pieces for little hands. I have included an icy background in color and b/w for cut and paste collage work, and a printed rhyme page to color. Find more 5 little penguin rhymes online. The penguins can also be used for flannel and magnetic boards, and as stick puppets.

Print pages on cardstock, laminate for longer use, and cut out animals. Make up your own activities and games to suit your teaching goals.
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